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Preface to

Festival on the Hill 2008

The Music Department at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill began its biennial

Festivals on Hill in 2002. Our aim is to find a topic of current creative and scholarly interest that

can be explored by way of performances by our faculty, students, and guest artists, and also of a

research symposium. Here we do what universities do best, becoming an arts "laboratory" at the

cutting edge, and exploring musical and other worlds in ways that simply cannot be done
elsewhere. Previous Festivals of the Hill include: Celebrating Stravinsky (2002), Revisions and
Rethinl<ings (2004), and Music at Black IVIountain (2006). Enjoy the fruits of our research, and of

our artistic labors.

Tim Carter

David G. Frey Distinguished Professor of Music

Chair, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Preface to

Transcending Borders: Latin American and Latino Music
In North Carolina and the United States

The UNC-CH Music Department's Festival on the Hill 2008 will celebrate Latin American music's

diversity, its ongoing dialogue with and contributions to the music of the United States, and its

emerging impact on North Carolina 's cultural and social landscape. From the history of English,

French, Portuguese, and Spanish colonialism to the ongoing political, economic, and cultural

effects of globalization, geographic borders in the Americas have proven to be not only

transferable but increasingly amorphous, producing both anxiety and empathy among people of

the Americas. Concomitantly, North and Latin American musicians have used music to define and
transcend not only national and cultural differences but also categories of genres in music.

Whether used to distinguish between folk and classical, traditional and popular, or American and
Latin, music has served to articulate and negotiate "borders" of style, genre, culture, nation,

region, race, and ethnicity. Music can serve as a divisive as well as a transcendent human
endeavor, a powerful artistic and humanistic medium through which we define ourselves and
others with whom we share our communities, state, country, continent, and hemisphere. As the

political climate surrounding immigration intensifies in North Carolina and the United States, the

need to reflect on the long and fruitful history of cultural exchange between North and Latin

Americans becomes even more pressing.

With a pan-ethnic term like "Latino" comes the notion that the Latin American community and its

music are homogeneous. In reality the Latino community in North Carolina encompasses first

generation immigrants from Latin America, second generation Latinos born and raised in North

Carolina, as well as Latinos who have emigrated from other regions of the United States and
whose roots in this country go back generations. Musical styles and repertories that represent this

diversity include musica norteria, salsa, samba and bossa nova, tango, Latin jazz, modern
classical music, and even Mexican Baroque music. Festival on the Hill 2008 will highlight not only

the diversity of Latin American and Latino music in North Carolina, but its historically and
geographically expansive impact on the cultural and social landscape of the United States. This

festival is also significant because it will mark the Festival on the Hill's first attempt to establish a

direct connection with the Latino community in North Carolina.

David F. Garcia

Assistant Professor of Music

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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Symposium: Day 1, Thursday, March 27, 2008
(All events free and open to the public except where indicated.)

11:00am - Welcome: Tim Carter, David G. Frey Distinguished Professor and Chair,

Music Department, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Person Recital Hall.

11:15am-12:00pm - Keynote address: "Unity in Diversity in Latino Music of the United

States," Manuel Peha, California State University, Fresno, Professor Emeritus. Person

Recital Hall.

12:00-12:30 - Break

12:30-2:30pm - Session 1: Cultural Circulation in the Americas. Person Recital Hall.

Co-sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas.

Panel participants: —
• Anna Ochs, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, "El eco de Dios: the

Reception of Angela Peralta in Mexico City, 1865-1879"

• Stewart Bankhead, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, "Luis Valdez

and Chicano Theater: Sacred/Revolutionary—A Search for Identity"

• Tamara Johnson, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, "Dance With

Me? Mobility and Legitimacy in the Construction of North Carolina's Salsa

Scenes"

• Brendan Greaves, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, " 'A Paper
Wedding': The Vernacular Modernism of Felipe Jesus Consalvos"

• Laura Halperin, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Discussant

2:30-3:00pm - Break

3: 00-5:00pm - Session 2: Latina/o Music and Spanish-Language Radio in the Triangle.

Person Recital Hall. Co-sponsored by the Center for the Study of the American South.

Panel participants:

• Julie Garza, Program Director, La Ley, WYMY 96.9 FM Raleigh

• Miguel Gonzalez, La Ley, WYMY 96.9 FM Raleigh

• Laura Wenzel, Radio Pa'lante, WCOM 103.5 FM Carrboro

• Sharon Mujica, Moderator

• Other participants TBA

4:00-6:00pm - Master Class with La Fontegara: Baroque Chamber Music of Mexico.

Person Choral Room.

Workshop leaders:

• Maria Diez-Canedo, Eunice Padilla, and Eloy Cruz

Workshop participants:

• UNC's Collegium Musicum, Brent Wissick, Director

6:00-6:15 -Break
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Music
and the Carolina Performing Arts

presents

Modern Music of Latin America

Thursday. March 27. 2008 6:15pm Memorial Hall

Pre-concert Public Forum:
Latin American Composers in tiie United States

Speakers:

Walter Clarl<, University of California, Riverside
,

"What Puts the 'Latin' in Latin American Music?

Defining the Borders that We Cross"

Tania Leon, City University of New York, respondent

Allen Anderson, UNC-CH, Music Department, respondent

~Program~
(7:30pm)

"Quintette (en forme de Choros)" Heitor Villa Lobos

(1887-1959)

Carolina Wind Quintet:

Brooks de Wetter-Smith, flute; Michael Schultz, oboe; Donald Oehler, clarinet;

John Pederson, bassoon; Andrew McAfee, tiorn

"Pampeana No. 2 for Cello and Piano, Op. 21" Alberto Ginastera

(1916-1983)

Mayron Tsong, piano; Nigel Boehm, cello

Premiere piece Tania Leon
(b. 1943)

Terry Rhodes, soprano; Ellen Williams, mezzo soprano;

Brooks de Wetter-Smith, flute; Donald Oehler, clannet; TBA, viola;

Matt Savage, djembe

~lntermission~

"El sonido dulce de tu voz" Orlando Jacinto Garcia

(b. 1954)

UNC Chamber Singers, Susan Klebanow, Conductor

"Toccata" Carlos Chavez
(1899-1978)

UNC Percussion Ensemble, Lynn Glassock, Director

"The Two Seasons" Paul Desenne
(b. 1959)

Jennifer Curtis, violin; Richard Luby, violin; TBA, strings and harpsichord;

Susan Klebanow, Conductor
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Tania Leon, composer Carlos Chavez, composer

Alberto Ginastera, composer Gonzalo Rubalcaba, pianist

Symposium: Day 2, Friday, IVIarch 28, 2008

4:00-6:00 - Session 3: Workshop and Panel on Afro-Caribbean Music and Its

Intersections with Jazz. Hill Hall 107.

Workshop leaders:

• Nelson Delgado, Beverly Botsford, and Bradley Simmons

Panel participants:

• Ben Lapidus, John Jay College, CUNY, "Entre el afinque, folklor y el jazz: A
Personal Account of the Intersection of Spanish Caribbean Music and Jazz"

• David F. Garcia, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, "Cubana Be,

Cubana Bop: Musical Collisions and Coalitions in the Making of Afro-Cuban

Jazz"

6:00-7:00pm - Break
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Music
William S. Newman Artists Series

presents

La Fontegara

Area de Musica:

Baroque Music from Mexican Arcliives

Friday. March 28. 2008 7:00pm Hill Hall Auditorium

Pre-concert Public Forum:
Transcontinental Exchanges in Music in the 17"" and 18'*^ Centuries:

Europe and the Spanish New World

Speakers:

Tim Carter, UNC-CH, Music Department
Bernardo lllari, University of North Texas

Brent Wissick, UNC-CH, Music Department

"Program-
(8:00pm)

Four Sonatas Anonymous, c. 1750
Alia Francese Cathedral of Mexico City.

Allegro

Largo

Allegro

Quaderno de Dona Guadalupe Mayner Sefior Aydem, c. 1800

Sonata Quinta for keyboard

Four Sonatas Anonymous, c. 1750

Largo Cathedral of Mexico City.

Allegro

A suo piacere

Allegro

Five dances Codice Saldivar 4

Gallardas Santiago de Murcia, c. 1732

Folias gallegas

Marionas

Cumbees
Marizapalos

~lntermission~

Sonata No. 7 in A Major Pietro-Antonio Locatelli (1695-1764)

Largo (Museo Nacional de Antropologia e Historia)

Allegro

Largo

Allegro
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Two guitar pieces

Vna giga de Coreli

Jacaras por la E

Sonata in a minor for flute and continuo

Andante
Adagio

Presto

Santiago de Murcia

Luis Mison (1727-1766)

(Museo Nacional de Antropologia e Historia)

La Fontegara. Eloy Cruz, Baroque guitar and archlute; Maria

Diez-Canedo, Baroque flute and recorder, Gabriela Villa

Walls, viola da gamba; and Eunice Padilla, harpsichord
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Symposium: Day 3, Saturday, March 29, 2008

10:00am-1 2:00pm - Session 4: Workshop and panel on Contemporary Mexican Music
in ttie United States. Person Recital Hall.

Workshop leaders:

• Fred Huerta of Rey Nortefio

Panel participants:

• Catherine Ragland, Ennpire State College, State University of New York,

"Somos Mas Americanos: Re-imaging History, Place and Nationality through

Musica Nortena"

• Helena Simonett, Vanderbilt University, "A Sense of Place among
MexAmerica's Transnational Audiences"

• Altha Cravey, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, discussant

12:00-1:00pm- Break

1 :00-3:00pm - Session 5: Worksliop and panel on tango music and dance. Hill Hall

107.

Workshop leaders:

• Roberto and Amalia Restucha, tango dancers; musicians, TBA

Panel participants:

• Bernardo lllari. University of North Texas, "Maria de Buenos Aires: The
Tango of the Eternal Return"

• John Chasteen, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

"Adios Nonino" (Astor Piazzolla; arranged for saxophone quartet by Johan van der

Linden), featured performance by NOVO Quartet: Matthew McClure, soprano
saxophone; Amanda Evans, alto saxophone; Hung-chang Wei, tenor saxophone;

Jonathan Morrison, baritone saxophone.

3:00-4:30pm - Break

6:00-8:00pm - Session 6: Panel and Discussion on Sonidero (transnational Mexican
DJ) music in Mexico and the United States. The ArtsCenter at Carrboro. Co-sponsored
by The Center for Globalization, UNC Chapel Hill.

Panel participants:

• Pedro Lasch, Duke University

• Catherine Ragland, Empire State College, State University of New York

• Kelley Tatro, Duke University, "Oye Mi Cumbia: Cultivating a

Sonidero Scene in the Triangle, North Carolina"

8:00-1 0:00pm - Gonzalo Rubalcaba - Memorial Hall, UNC-CH.

9:00-2:00am - Sabado Sonidero - Sonidero music and dance at The ArtsCenter,

Carrboro. Co-sponsored by The Center for Globalization, UNC Chapel Hill.
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The University of Nortli Carolina at Ctiapei IHill Department of Music

presents

Latin American Strings Concert
Co-sponsored by the Institute of the Arts and Humanities

Saturday. March 29. 2008 4:30pm Hill Hall Auditorium

-Program-

"Son al son" Cesar Portillo de la Luz

(b. 1922)

"La Habana Vieja" ^ Lou Perez

(1921-2005)

Arranged by David Garcia

"Acuerdate de mi" Jose Gomez Torres

(n.d.)

Charanga Carolina, David Garcia, Director

Christina Smith, flute; Mary-Kathryn Railings, violin; Paige Smith, violin;

Andrew Magill, violin; Amy Abromowitz, violin; Andrew Anagnost, cello; Alex Evans, piano;

Andrew Kerkoff, bass; Pako Santigao, timbales; Nelson Delgado, vocals and congas

"Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 for Eight Cellos and Soprano" Heitor Villa Lobos

(1887-1959)

Brent Wissick, cello, Nigel Boehm, cello,

UNC's cello studio, and Jeanne Fischer, soprano

"Musica de feria" ' Silvestre Revueltas

(1899-1940)

Richard Luby's student quartet studio

Callie Jamar, violin; Kameron Daniels, violin; Dalia Razo, viola;

Leah Gibson, cello

-Intermission-

"Angoa" Felix Reina

(1921-1998)

"Liceo del Pilar" Enrique Jorrin

(1926-1987)

Charanga Carolina and Durham Academy Chamber Ensemble,

Michael Meyers, Director

"El Avance" Alejandro Tomas Valdes

(n.d.)

"Pide que lo toque" Orlando Cabrera

(n.d.)

Charanga Carolina

Stephen Anderson, guest pianist
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Symposium: Day 4, Sunday, March 30, 2008

12:00-2:00pm - Session 7: Workshop and panel on Brazilian music and dance. Hill Hall

107.

Workshop leaders:

• Paulo Lopes

• Eduardo de Souza
• Cleibe Souza

Panel participants:

• Irna Priore, UNC-Greensboro, "Authenticity and Performance Practice: Bossa
nova in Today's World"

• Jason Stanyek, New York University, "Sotaques: Performing the Brazilian

Voice in the United States"

2:00-2:30pm - Break

2:30-4:30pm - Session 8: Roundtable: Teaching, Service, Research, and Latina/o

Studies at UNC Chapel Hill. Hill Hall 107. Co-sponsored by UNIDOS.

Roundtable participants:

• Dr. Maria DeGuzman, Director of the Latina/o Studies Program, roundtable

chair

Dr. Louis Perez, Jr., Director of the Institute for the Study of the Americas

Dr. Joseph Jordan, Director of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black

Culture and History

Josmell Perez, Multicultural Programs Coordinator, Diversity and Multicultural

Affairs, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Kristin Economo, Class of 2008, International Studies, Director of Student

Latino Initiative

Ronald Bilbao, Class of 2010, Political Science, Chair of the "Committee to

Establish a Center for Latina/o Studies at UNC" (CHispA)

Bela Kussin, Durham Academy Board of Trustees and Connecting Student

Identities Mentor

5:30-9:00pm - Musica Latins in Carolina featuring Rey Norteno. The ArtsCenter,

Carrboro. Free and open to the public. Co-sponsored by the Latina/o Studies Program,

UNC Chapel Hill

Program:

Holy Samba, samba music and dance

In the Pocket (Durham Academy), Trevor Hoyt and Herb Lamb, directors

Durham Academy Salsa Club (salsa and chacha)

Orquesta GarDel, salsa music and dance

Tangos para Recordar, tango music and dance

Rey Norteno, musica norteha
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Conference Abstracts
(In alphabetical order of authors)

"Luis Valdez and Chicano Theater:

Sacred/Revolutionary—A Search for Identity"

Stewart Bankhead
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Luis Valdez (the "father" of Chicano theater), in his work, moves from Chicano-centered themes and

characters toward a self-actualization of the Chicano and his integration into Anglo society. This implicates a

search for an actualized identity common to all. Indigenous ritual, Chhstian auto-sacramentales, and
revolutionary/liberatory theater have affected Valdez's work which reflects the fusion of cultures that is

Octavio Paz's mestizo and that mestizo undergoing a new fusion into the Chicano. The plays I use to

analyze this are "Bernabe," "Zoot Suit," "Bandido!," "I Don't Have to Show You no Stinking Badges!," and
"Mummified Deer. " They exhibit a progression in the search for a Chicano identity in an "alien" land and an

attempt to define that land as "home." Examining these plays and their theatrical pasts, it becomes clear that

they present a Chicano theater grounded in the indigenous past and the melding from colonialism, in the

pantheon of indigenous gods and goddesses and Christianity, and in what is distinctly Mexican and what is

definitively North American, in knowing the past and how it relates to the present, and in understanding how
it and environmental conditions can lead into the future. Valdez's plays reflect the Chicano identity

(indigenous, Mexican, and North American); they expose the essence of this identity, following the theatrical

traditions of indigenous ritual, mendicant/evangelical theater, and revolutionary/liberatory theater, but

Valdez's theater has moved into the mainstream of North American life, helping the Chicano find his identity

and identifying the rest of us in the process.

"What Puts the 'Latin' in Latin American Music?
Defining the Borders that We Cross"

Walter Clark

University of California, Riverside

The adjective Latin American is one that most people feel they understand, one that conveys readily defined

geographic boundaries extending from the Rio Grande to the Straits of Magellan, across the Amazon to the

Andes. Culturally, the prevalence of Roman Catholicism and Romance languages is characteristic.

Historically, the region possesses a common heritage of conquest, colonization, and post-colonial nation

formation. In relation to music, again, certain styles of music predictably come to mind in connection with

Latin America, including tango, samba, rumba, and mariachi. This talk problemtizes and interrogates the

concept of Latin America geographically, historically, and culturally, questioning our assumptions of what the

term embraces and offering alternatives that are at once more ambiguous and yet more accurate. It also

addresses disciplinary boundaries and how scholars approach the vast heritage of Latin American music.

Traditional notions of Western and non-Western break down in this area of research, and thus the

corresponding distinctions between historical musicology and ethnomusicology, between classical music

and world music, can impede our understanding of Latin America's musical heritage. This paper calls for a

new approach to Musicology, inspired by the Latin American experience, in which all music is world music.

"Cubano Be, Cubano Bop:
Musical Collisions and Coalitions in the Making of Afro-Cuban Jazz"

David F. Garcia

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The musical collaborations between black Cuban musician Chano Pozo and black American jazz musician

Dizzy Gillespie represent some of the formative pieces not only of the early Afro-Cuban jazz repertory but of

the modern African diaspora. Combining neo-African and popular musical traditions of Cuba with emerging
bebop and modern jazz aesthetics, their work and its reception speak directly to the charged racial politics

that shaped the discursive landscape of jazz music and American society in the late 1940s. This paper

discusses the making of "Cubano Be" and "Cubano Bop," two of the earliest collaborative compositions and
arrangements by Dizzy Gillespie, George Russell, and Chano Pozo, and analyzes their reception in the

United States and France. It will be argued that the making and reception of these key musical

collaborations of the African diaspora were wrought with racial fantasies, ambivalences, and tensions.
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"'A Paper Wedding':
The Vernacular Modernism of Felipe Jesus Consalvos

Brendan Greaves
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

An investigation of the artistic practice of mysterious Cuban-American cigar roller Felipe Jesus Consalvos
(1891-C.1960), who extrapolated the hobbyist and hobo vernacular tradition of cigar band collage to highly

sophisticated, politically subversive and sexually transgressive ends. His vifork yields a strident voice of

resistance, revealing a bricoleur whose negotiation of "folk" forms and Modernist tactics illuminates the

myriads ways in which material culture can bridge the dichotomous divide between "folk" and "fine," "low"

and "high," "labor" and "art."

"Dance With Me?
Mobility and Legitimacy in the Construction of North Carolina's Salsa Scenes"

Tamara Johnson
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Salsa no tiene raza ni color. This notion that salsa music has/knows neither race nor color is commonly held

by salsa musicians, dancers, and avid listeners. In this paper, I am challenging notions of salsa as strictly a

unifying force by arguing that the meaning ascribed to salsa music within clubs in the Triangle area of North

Carolina also creates divisions among actors of the salsa and broader Latin music scene. Following an

ethnographic exploration of Latin music clubs, I argue that salsa music not only shapes notions of space and
place, but is also integral to the manifestation of subtle forms of territoriality constructed through and around

performances of specific gender and ethnic identities. Communities of dancers are constructed around the

ways in which the body responds to the salsa rhythm (i.e. salsa On-1, Mambo On-2, Cuban style salsa),

therefore the micro-geographies of bodily movement allow for the mobility of bodies through particular

constructed communities. This process results in what I refer to as the bifurcated salsa scene. Examining
the interactions between participants within this salsa scene elucidates the power dynamics involved when
staking claims to legitimacy, authenticity, expert knowledge, and cultural capital. I am suggesting that the

meanings ascribed to salsa music and dancing shape the spaces of leisure and inclusion for some while

defining spaces of exclusion for others within the Latin music scene in the Triangle.

"Entre el afinque, folklor y eljazz:

A Personal Account of the Intersection of Spanish Caribbean Music and Jazz"

Benjamin Lapidus
John Jay College, CUNY

As I travel around the world performing, recording, and hanging out with different musicians it is quite clear

that we each have differing yet overlapping ideas of what Latin jazz is and what it can be. The term Latin

jazz is problematic because it implies an unspecific ratio of stylistic elements; Latin Jazz musicians have
differing opinions as to what the exact jazz and Latin components should be and how they should be

proportioned. Should the music be danceable? Does geography identify the music as Latin or should stylistic

analysis take precedence when pursuing a definition? In the same way that the African contribution to music

of the Americas is not limited to rhythm we should recognize that the "Latin" contribution to Latin jazz

extends beyond rhythm and the use of Latin American and Caribbean spoken languages. Instead, Latin jazz

should now imply Latin American harmonies and melodies as well. My examination of performance practices

led me to a system of classification that identifies five Latin jazz categories based on stylistic choices rather

than geography. Through an examination of various recordings by myself and my colleagues it is my hope
that after this presentation you will better enjoy and understand the various approaches and definitions that

musicians take when performing Latin jazz.

"El Eco de Dios:

The Reception of Angela Peralta in Mexico City, 1865-1879"

Anna Ochs
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Late nineteenth-century Mexico City was the site of a burgeoning opera scene, which included touring

companies from all over Europe, especially Italy, Spain, and France, who performed Italian operas,

zarzuelas, and French opera bouffe. The Mexican press lauded the European female opera stars
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incessantly for their beauty and fashion, In addition to their singing and acting talents. The Mexican elite's

preference for European nationality and tastes combined with their own dominant patriarchal values made it

especially difficult for IVlexIcan women of mixed Spanish and Indigenous descent to succeed In opera, or any

high-culture musical genre in Mexico City. Few did succeed, such as Mexican soprano Angela Peralta, who
began her Mexican career in Italian opera In the 1860s. Angela Peralta played a unique role In the Mexico

City opera scene because, while she did not conform to Ideals of European nationality, physical beauty, or

fashion, she received praise from critics for her operatic performances, and was given additional Importance

as a symbol of the Mexican nation at home and abroad, especially In Europe. Rather than concentrate on

the ways In which Peralta did not meet expectations, critics chose instead to draw attention to positive

aspects of her persona, specifically her voice's divine powers and her role as a symbol of Mexican national

Identity. In this paper, I will examine how Peralta negotiated, legitimized, and subverted the prevalent

Eurocentrism and patriarchal values that existed In Mexico City, while maintaining both her association with

the divine, and her position as an ideal representative of the Mexican nation.

"Unity in Diversity in Latino iVIusic of tiie United States"

iVIanuel Peria

California State University, Fresno

Latino popular musics In the U.S. exhibit a wide degree of disparity within and between the diverse regional

and stylistic genres; yet there are certain musical threads that facilitate both a functional and stylistic

coherence, which ultimately results In the symbolic unification of Latinos In the United States. The speech

outlines such threads, and proposes that the historical marginallzation of Latinos Is at the heart of such

symbolic unification.

"Authenticity and Performance Practice: Bossa nova in Today's World"
Irna Priore

University of North Carolina, Greensboro

In a recent documentary, Chico Buarque raises the following questions: Is bossa nova contemporary? Does
it live on? Can It be produced by foreigners? These questions have been debated ever since bossa nova

started In the late 1950s. Some scholars, such as historian Marcos Napolltano, agree with the "Brazlllaness"

of bossa nova, others don't although nobody disagrees with the controversy bossa nova has generated.

The question of bossa nova's authenticity can be reformulated by approaching It through different points of

view. As a historic style (1958-1964) It had two distinct paths: a more International one as practiced by Tom
Jobim (which resembled closely cool jazz); and a more traditional one, represented by Joao Gllberto. From
the Jobim approach, bossa nova spread around the world as a true form of world music. On the other hand,

only a few interpreters were able to follow from Gllberto's style. This study examines the first phase of bossa

nova (1958-1964) and raises questions regarding contemporary assumptions of how it Is practiced today,

particularly In the United States. Issues of performance practice and their global and commercial Impacts will

be considered In the light of the cultural and political environment of Brazil during the 1960s.

"Somos Mas Americanos:
Re-imaging History, Place and Nationality through Musica Norteha"

Cathy Ragland
Empire State College/SUNY

Musica nortena (or simply Norteho) Is the first transnational and transcultural popular music of the Mexican

working-class diaspora. In examining the music's evolution from regional folk genre of northeastern Mexico

and the Texas-Mexican border region to the popular music associated with working-class immigrants

traveling from all regions of Mexico, I am Interested In how once "regional" characteristics of nortefio music

and culture have been historlclzed, sensationalized, and localized by an expanding population of border-

crossing Mexicans, many of whom are labeled as "Illegal" or "undocumented." Pioneering nortefio musicians

from Lalo "El Piporro" Gonzalez to Los TIgres del Norte have brought a sense of power and place through

songs that are based on strong attachments to Mexican heritage, history and culture, but not to the Mexican

geopolitical state. They connect communities scattered across the US and In Mexico through both real and

Imagined experiences of living life in a nation between nations.
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"A Sense of Place among MexAmerica's Transnational Audiences"
Helena Simonett

Vanderbilt University

Although the transnational audiences for popular musics are steadily growing as recordings are more readily

available and affordable, music stays linked to place through claims to tradition, authenticity and originality,

and as a marketing strategy. I will address the importance of "place" and "the local" in today's globalized

musical world by focusing on several musical styles hugely popular among audiences of Mexican heritage:

the acoustic banda (wind band) from Mexico's northern Pacific coast, technobanda, banda's modernized
version which was created in Guadalajara and popularized in Los Angeles in the early 1990s, el pasito

duranguense ("the little dance step from Durango"), an updated version of a regional music style from the

sierra state of Durango that made Chicago's immigrant communities dance into the new millennium,

deejays' sonido music which reverberates in Mexican youths clubs in New York and other large cities, and
the accordion-driven nortena music prevailing throughout northern Mexico and the U.S. Southwest. While

banda and nortena music had been confined to particular places and communities in the past, the

modernized spin-offs, technobanda and pasito duranguense, were able to transcend the social context in

which their predecessors originated by appealing to new audiences in different geographic and social

settings. Moreover, young artists have recently used both banda and nortena in fresh contexts. Digitally

recycled by the Tijuana-based Nor-tec bands and rapped over by Akwid and Jae-P from South Central Los
Angeles, traditional Mexican music has crossed into the scenes of electronic music and Chicano/Latino hip-

hop, creating a strong sense of place among audiences living in an up-rooted world.

"Sotaques:
Performing the Brazilian Voice in the United States"

Jason Stanyek
New York University

What are we to think when the critic Jon Paroles says this about Marisa Monte in The New York Times: "Her

weak point, as with many Brazilian singers, is her material in English." Or when John Lewis writes in Time
Out about Bebel Gilberto's "heavily accented, sing-song voice." How are we to parse James Rozzi of Jazz
Times calling Flora Plurim's accent "cute" and giving this phonetic transcription of her version of the jazz

standard "You Go to My Head": "The thrill of da taught, that you might gif ay taught to my plea." Why are

Brazil's top singers—especially those who have spent significant time in the United States—so commonly
evaluated through their sotaques, their accents? This ethnographic paper tracks the multiple ways that the

so-called "Brazilian voice" resonates in the United States. Drawing on fieldwork undertaken in Brazilian

communities in Newark, New York City, Boston, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Miami I ask questions

about how Brazilian vocality is performed and heard in a diasporic context. A principal concern here is to

mark the differential politics of gender as it is sounded in and through the voices of Brazilian singers living in

the U.S. and non-Brazilian singers who specialize in singing Brazilian repertoire in Portuguese. My main
claim here is that the indexing of voices and bodies is always a complex, value-laden process and that the

voice plays an important role in the construction and maintenance of racial and ethnic difference.
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Conference Participants

ALLEN ANDERSON received a Bachelor of Music (1973) from the University of California

at Berkeley, a Masters of Arts (1977) and Doctor of Philosophy (1984) in Theory and
Composition from Brandeis University. A composer and Head of the Composition Area, he

teaches composition, counterpoint and 20th Century music to undergraduates, along with

theory and analysis courses at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. Current

composition projects include a piece for two pianos, a choral work on a fragment of

Schoenberg's, and a piece for gamelan and two electric guitars. Mr. Anderson joined the

faculty at UNC-Chapel Hill in 1996. Before that he taught at Columbia University, Wellesley

College and Brandeis University. He received the Philip and Ruth Hettleman Prize for

Artistic and Scholarly Achievement by Young Faculty at UNC in 1999 and is a Fellow of the Institute for Arts

and Humanities. Mr. Anderson has composed works for Speculum Musicae, the Empyrean Ensemble, the

UNC Chamber Singers, Aleck Karis and Daniel Stepner among others. His work has been acknowledged

with awards or commissions from the Guggenheim, Fromm and Koussevitsky foundations. Chamber Music

America, BMI and League of Composers/ISCM (both the National and Boston chapters). His music is

published by C. F. Peters, Margun Music and APNM, and is available on recordings from the CRI label.

^^^^^^B NIGEL BOEHM has been recognized as an exceptional Canadian cellist through his

jH^^^^Bf^ recordings for Radio-Canada, dedication to music education, and many performances
^^ "^Ml^Bz throughout Canada. His musical talents have earned him numerous awards including

jT ^ Laureate of the Debut Competition in Montreal and prizewinner in the Concours
^ -Sfc^

International D'Orford. His commitment to younger generations of musicians has secured

him a faculty position at the Mount Royal Conservatory and Academy in Calgary, Alberta

Canada, where he is an instructor of cello and chamber music, and teaching assistant to

well-known pedagogue John Kadz. Mr. Boehm has a Masters of Music degree and

Undergraduate Degree with a minor in Musicology from McGill University, having studied

principally with Italian cellist Antonio Lysy. Following his formal education, Mr. Boehm was accepted, on

several occasions, as an artist in residence at the Banff Centre for the Performing Arts. In addition to

collaborating with pianists Anton Kuerti (Canada) and Gil Kalish (USA), as well as violinist Thomas Brandis

(former Concertmaster, Berlin Philharmonic), he has premiered works by up-and-coming young composers.

BEVERLY BOTSFORD is a cross-cultural percussionist and educator who
blends music, movement, and spoken word in solo and ensemble
presentations. Embracing drumming traditions of Africa, Cuba, South America

and her native North Carolina, she weaves colorful rhythmic tapestries with

k' ik^ -t^";^p '^^^^^ ^^'^ array of collected and homemade instruments. Beverly's love and hunger

L^iflHH BHII ^"'^ "Latin music" started as a young teenager in Charlotte. At 19 years of age,

^ vllra ^^^191 ^^^ spent a year traveling through Central and South America and ended up

in the Sierra Nevada de Colombia, living in the rain forest and spending time

with one of the last remaining pre-Columbian tribes of Indians, The Cogui. This experience has led her on a

path less traveled with three trips to Cuba and multiple trips to Brazil, performing with vocalist, Nnenna
Freelon. A career highlight includes two times being invited to sit in with the legendary Tito Puente. She has

also performed with Chuck Davis and the African American Dance Ensemble and Grammy-nominated jazz

vocalist Nnenna Freelon. The language of rhythm is universal. Beverly's goal is empowerment,
enlightenment and inspiration for people in all walks of life.

fUi
CAROLINA WIND QUINTET is dedicated to playing the finest literature for

woodwind quintet. Programs encompass works from all stylistic periods. Its

annual season of concerts includes performances on the UNC campus as well

as across the country. It is the longest continuously active faculty ensemble in

the department's history.
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TIM CARTER was born in Sydney, Australia, and studied in the United Kingdom at tiie

University of Durliam and tiien under Nigel Fortune at ttie University of Birmingham. Prior

to moving to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 2001, he taught in the

United Kingdom at the Universities of Leicester and Lancaster, and at Royal Holloway and
Bedford New College, University of London, where he was Department Chair. He has

held fellowships at the Harvard Center for Italian Renaissance Studies, Villa I Tatti,

Florence (1984-85), and the Newberry Library, Chicago (1986), and has occupied various

positions within the Royal Musical Association, the American Musicological Society, and
the Society for Seventeenth-Century Music, of which he was President (2003-6). He was

also joint-editor of Music & Letters (1992-98) and now serves on the editorial boards of the on-line Journal of

Seventeenth-Century Music, Early Music, Cambridge Opera Journal, plus the monograph series Studi

musicali toscani: ricerche e cataloghi and Cambridge Studies in Opera. His research focuses on music in

late Renaissance and early Baroque Italy, with special attention to Florence on the one hand, and the music

of Claudio Monteverdi on the other; on Mozart's Italian operas; and most recently, on the musicals of

Rodgers and Hammerstein.

JOHN CHASTEEN is Daniel W. Patterson Distinguished Term Professor in the History

Department at UNC-Chapel Hill. His research interests include everything from armed
insurgency to social dance, and it has lingered in many different parts of Latin America,

especially Brazil, the Rio de la Plata, and more recently, the Andes. Language and

1 ~-^ literature figure importantly in his life and in his work, as does a commitment to Latin

^^ W American studies beyond a single country of interest. His current projects involve the

^^^^1^ Independence period, 1800-1825. A representative sample of his work would include:

^^^^tt Heroes on Horseback: A Life and Times of ttie Last Gaucho Caudillos (1995), "The

Prehistory of Samba: Carnival Dancing in Rio de Janeiro, 1840-1917" (1996), Born in Blood and Fire: A
Concise History of Latin America (2001), National Rhythms, African Roots: The Deep History of Latin

American Popular Dance (2003), and Americanos: Latin American Struggles for Independence
(forthcoming), as well as a number of major translation and editing projects, including a documents reader

on the Independence Period, currently in progress.

WALTER AARON CLARK is a professor of musicology and the chair of the music

department at the University of California, Riverside, where he is the founder/director of the

Center for Iberian and Latin American Music. Clark is the author of several books, including

Isaac Albeniz: Portrait of a Romantic (1999) and Enrique Granados: Poet of the Piano

(2006), both published by Oxford University Press. The Granados biography won the 2006
Robert M. Stevenson Award. He also edited and contributed to the Routledge volume
From Tejano to Tango: Latin American Popular Music (2002). His research has appeared

in numerous reference sources, scholarly journals, and edited volumes, on topics as

diverse as the lute and vihuela intabulations of Josquin's Mille Regretz, Albeniz's opera

Merlin, the Hollywood musicals of Carmen Miranda, the guitar studies of Fernando Sor, and Ralph Vaughan
Williams's opera Riders to the Sea. He is the editor of a new series from Oxford entitled Currents in Latin

American and Iberian Music. He is also editing and contributing to a textbook on Latin American music, due
out from Norton in 2009, and he is co-authoring another Oxford biography, on Federico Moreno Torroba.

MARIa DEGUZMAN is associate professor of English & Comparative Literature,

conceiver of the UNC Latina/o Cultures Speakers Series & principal organizer of the

UNC Latina/o Studies Minor, and Director of Latina/o Studies at the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill. She is the author of the book Spain's Long Shadow: The Black

Legend, Off-Whiteness, and Anglo-American Empire published by the University of

Minnesota Press August 2005. She is also the author of published articles and essays

on the work of Achy Obejas, Ana Castillo, Graciela Limon, Rane Ramon Arroyo,

Mariana Romo-Carmona, John Rechy, and Floyd Salas. Currently, she is working on a

second book project concerning Latina/o aesthetics of night and is continuing to produce photo-text work as

Camera Query (http://www.cameraquery.com), both solo and in collaboration with colleagues and friends.
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NELSON DELGADO is an accomplished percussionist and vocalist of salsa and Latin jazz

music. Originally from Puerto Rico, Nelson has performed with local salsa bands
Carnavalito, Mambo Crew, and others since the early 1990s. He is the co-founder of

Orquesta GarDel and is a regular guest artist with UNC's Charanga Carolina.

EDUARDO DE SOUZA is the director of the band "Holy Samba". Eduardo was born in

Sao Paulo, Brazil in 1963. As a child he learned Brazilian rhythms from his uncle. In

1987 he moved to Miami and studied Brazilian dance. He performed as a professional

dancer for ten years, before moving to the Triangle. Eduardo teaches Samba Batucada,

Samba de Roda and Pagode.

JEANNE FISCHER received her BA in Music and English from UNC-Chapel Hill. She
continued her studies in the United Kingdom on a British Marshall Scholarship,

completing an MM and Artist's Diploma at London's Royal Academy of Music. She
received her DMA from the University of Maryland on a graduate fellowship. She teaches

studio voice and French and Italian diction. Dr. Fischer has appeared as a soloist up and

down the East Coast, with groups such as the Smithsonian Chamber Players, The Bach
Sinfonia, Ensemble Courant, the Washington Bach Consort, The Chapel Hill Community
Chorus, Princeton's Dryden Ensemble, and the University of Maryland Symphony. She
also appears on the recently released recording of Bach's Lutheran Masses with the

Rochester-based early music ensemble. The Publick Musick. In the UK, her

performances included recitals as part of the St. Martin-in-the-Fields Outstanding Young Artists' Series, the

Norfolk and Norwich Festival, and the Dartington International Festival.

LA FONTEGARA are Maria Diez-Canedo, Gabriela Villa Walls, Eunice

Padilla and Eloy Cruz. Since 1988 they have explored Baroque and early

Classical repertoires with a special emphasis on Baroque music of Latin

America. The ensemble has performed extensively in Mexico and has

participated in the most noteworthy concert halls and festivals in the country.

They have performed in concert series and festivals in the United States,

Europe and Latin America. An important part of their work in Mexico has been
to perform with internationally renowned artists. La Fontegara has established

long-term collaboration projects with many of these artists including Josep Cabre (baritone), Richard Luby

(violin). Heather Lydia Knutson (soprano) and the Musicians of the Old Post Road. The members of La

Fontegara are full-time professors at the Escuela Nacional de Musica of the Universidad Nacional Autonoma
de Mexico. They have been awarded grants for special concert and recording projects from the Fideicomiso

para la Cultura Mexico/USA (Fundacion Rockefeller/Fundacion Cultural Bancomer/ FONCA), Fondo
Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes and PAPIME, UNAM. They have recorded with Erato Disques, Meridian

Records and Urtext Digital Classics.

1950s.

DAVID F. GARCIA received his Ph.D. in ethnomusicology at the City University of New
York, The Graduate Center in 2003. He specializes in Latin American and Latino popular

music. He teaches courses in music of Latin America, world music, and ethnomusicology.

He also directs Charanga Carolina, which specializes in Cuban danzon and early salsa

from New York City. His publications include Arsenio Rodriguez and the Transnational

Flows of Latin Popular Music (Temple University Press, 2006). He has done research in

New York City, Miami, Los Angeles, Havana, and Curagao. His current research interests

include early Latin jazz history and Latin popular music and culture of the 1940s and
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JULIE GARZA, a first generation Mexican American, took a career challenge in 2005 by

moving from Texas to North Carolina to work in radio. A graduate of The University of

Texas at Austin with a degree in Radio-Television-Film Julie always knew it was all about

the music. After college, she worked for the only Spanish FM radio station in Austin,

Texas. Her passion for radio, along with hard work and dedication, has given her career

opportunities in several Texas markets. Currently, she is Program Director for the only

100,000 watt Spanish FM station in Central and Eastern North Carolina. In addition to her

programming duties with La Ley, Julie considers her mid-day on-air shift, "the most

enjoyable part of radio." This year Julie celebrates her 10th year in the radio industry.

LYNN GLASSOCK is a native of Dallas, Texas and received his Bachelor of Music and

Master of Music in Percussion Performance from the University of North Texas. His

teachers have included Paul Guerrero, Ron Fink, Kalman Cherry, Ed Soph and Leigh

Howard Stevens. Mr. Glassock teaches Percussion, Introduction to Music Technology and

conducts the UNC Percussion Ensemble. Professional experiences include performances

with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Fort Worth Symphony, principal percussionist with

the Fresno Philharmonic, musical shows and commercial bands. He has written articles for

the Instrumentalist and music reviews for Percussive Notes. In 2004, the Percussive Arts

Society presented him with the "Outstanding Service Award." He is currently a member of

the Composition Committee, the Contest and Auditions Procedures Committee, and the Board of Directors

for the Percussive Arts Society.

BRENDAN GREAVES is currently finishing his M.A. in folklore at the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he has been awarded the Archie Green

Occupational Folklife Fellowship and a Competitive Merit Fellowship. A graduate of

Harvard University's Visual and Environmental Studies department, he served as

curator and associate director at the Fleisher/Ollman Gallery in Philadelphia before

moving to the South. He has toured the United States and Europe as a musician,

and he produces a weekly radio show on WXYC. Recent and upcoming projects

include a book on mysterious Cuban-American cigar roller and collagist Felipe

Jesus Consalvos (as well as a Consalvos article in The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture); liner notes

for a reissued album by Michael Rother, guitarist for seminal German bands Kraftwerk and Neu!; and a long

essay for the Philadelphia Museum of Art's exhibition book James Castle: A Retrospective (Yale University

Press).

REY NORTENO is the Huerta brothers—Fred on guitar and vocals, Amoz
on accordion and Alejandro on bajo sexto—and nephew Alex Huerta on

drums and friend Chago Rodriguez on second accordion. Originally from

Hidalgo, Mexico, Rey Norteno has been performing original nortefio

music in the Triangle since 2004. Their hit song "Raleigh" has gained

wide popularity and air play throughout the southeast United States.

TAMARA JOHNSON is a graduate student in the doctoral program in Geography

at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Her research projects have

focused on issues of citizenship, belonging, and identity. In her first two years at

UNC, Tamara focused on these issues while working in the Latino community in

North Carolina using theories of cultural identity, transnationality, and the creation

and control of social space to inform her research. Currently, she is examining the

ways in which land claims elucidate understandings of citizenship and heritage

among landless communities in contemporary South Africa. She is also working on

notions of salsa as strictly a unifying force by arguing that the meaning ascribed to salsa music within

nightclubs in the Triangle also creates boundaries; meanings ascribed to salsa music and dancing shape the

spaces of leisure for some while defining spaces of exclusion for others within the Latin music scene in the

Triangle.
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JOSEPH JORDAN is the director of tlie Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Blacl< Culture and History at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and associate professor in the Department of African/Afro-

American Studies. For more than 20 years, he has been an educator, researcher and program manager in

the arts and in cultural heritage. He has held faculty positions at Howard University, Antioch College and
Xavier University. His current work includes African-Americans and Native Americans: Explorations in

Narrative Identity and Place, a collection of essays on Black and Native American interactions. His work on

Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America was a featured exhibit at the Martin Luther King, Jr.

National Historic Site in Atlanta in 2002-2003. He currently serves as a member of the advisory boards of

the Grassroots Leadership Institute, the Carolina Center for Public Service and the North Carolina

Humanities Council, and Our Children's Place. He is a graduate of Norfolk State University (B.A.), Ohio

State University (M.A., M.S.) and Howard University (Ph.D.).

SUSAN KLEBANOW holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Brandeis University and a

Master of Music in Choral Conducting from the New England Conservatory of Music. She
taught at Brandeis University before joining the Music Department faculty of the University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Director of Undergraduate Studies and Chair of Choral

Activities, she conducts the Carolina Choir and UNC Chamber Singers and teaches

beginning and advanced courses in conducting. Within the last several years she has

conducted new works of C. Bryan Rulon, Allen Anderson, Scott Warner and James
Carlson, along with 20th-century masterworks Les Noces and Mass of Stravinsky, Friede

auf Erden and Pierrot Lunaire of Schoenberg, and Prayers of Kierkegaard of Barber. Also

devoted to period instrument performance, she is the regular guest conductor of Ensemble Courant, the

Society for Performance on Original Instruments, with whom she has conducted Handel's Dixit Dominus and
Messiah, Haydn's The Creation, and works of Bach, Telemann, Purcell, Charpentier and Mozart.

Klebanow's choirs have performed Verdi's Requiem with the Wheeling Symphony conducted by Rachael

Worby, Christopher Rouse's Karolju and Beethoven's 9th Symphony with the UNC Symphony conducted by

Tonu Kalam, DukeEllington's Sacred Concert with the North Carolina Jazz Repertory Orchestra, and

numerous works with the North Carolina Symphony conducted by Gerhardt Zimmermann.

BENJAMIN LAPIDUS has performed and recorded throughout the world on stage,

television, film, theater and video game soundtracks with musicians in both the jazz

and Latin worlds such as Paquito D'Rivera, Ralph Irizarry, Humberto Ramirez, Juan

Pablo Torres and members of the Buena Vista Social Club, Chico Alvarez, Alfredo

"Chocolate" Armenteros, Jose Fajardo, Larry Hartow, Brian Lynch, Larry Goldings,

and Joe McPhee, among others. As the leader of the Latin jazz group, Sonido

Islefio, he has performed throughout North and South America, Europe, and the

Caribbean while releasing five internationally acclaimed albums of his original compositions. Lapidus

frequently gives masterclasses and presentations on the history and development of Jazz, Latin Jazz, Latin

American, and Caribbean music at the elementary, secondary, and university levels and under the auspices

of the Carnegie Hall Neighborhood Concert Series and the Smithsonian. A graduate of the Oberlin

Conservatory of Music, Ben earned his Ph.D. in Music at the CUNY Graduate Center. As a scholar, he has

presented and published several papers on his research at national and international conferences and in

peer-reviewed journals. He is currently an Assistant Professor of Music at the John Jay College of Criminal

Justice and has taught courses in the CUNY system on world music, popular music of the Caribbean, and
Latino and Caribbean music in New York, as well as in the Jazz and Contemporary Music program at The
New School University.

PEDRO LASCH is Assistant Professor of the Practice of Visual Arts at Duke
University. He sees his work as a consecutive set of acts and ideas that

complement and interrupt the flow of the everyday. It's a chain of routine-

breaking routines. His role as an artist, researcher, educator, activist, cultural

organizer, and producer can be understood as a cohesive whole, which develops

within specific social situations and exists within and outside of conventional art

settings. Presentations in museums, galleries, and academic contexts represent

only a part of his overall production. A preoccupation with the theory and practice of a socially engaged art,

which is rooted in daily exchanges, has led him to the formulation of an aesthetics based on public

interventions, social interactions, games, and temporal rearrangements. The range of his projects

encompasses anti-monuments, language games, artist's books, radio works, lunch events, experimental

workshops, events, and activities, as well as more conventional work in the form of installations, video,
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photography, painting, printmaking, and drawing. Regular participation in the organization and production of

cultural and social networks, such as art collectives like 16Beaver Group (NY) and various immigrant

grassroots organizations is also a very significant part of his work. The circulation of his work in international

circuits is a direct result of an ongoing engagement with the culture of cross-class cosmpolitanism.

TANIA LEON is one of the most vital composers and conductors on today's music

scene. Born in Cuba, Leon moved to the United States where she became a

founding member and first music director of the Dance Theatre of Harlem in 1969.

Leon has composed works for chamber ensembles (for example. Reflections, Alma,

and The Atwood Songs), opera (Scourge of Hyacinths), and orchestra (for example,

Desde) to wide international success and acclaim. She has received commissions

from Ursula Oppens, Munich Biennale, among others. Prizes for her work have

been awarded by the Fromm Music Foundation, American Academy of Arts and

Letters, National Endowment for the Arts, Chamber Music America, NYSCA, Lila

Wallace/Reader's Digest Fund, ASCAP, Koussevitzky Foundation, among others.

Her music has been performed throughout Europe and the Americas. She has

as guest conductor with the Beethovenhalle Orchestra, Bonn, the

Leipzig, Santa Cecilia Orchestra, Rome, National Symphony Orchestra of South

Netherlands Wind Ensemble, Holland, and New York Philharmonic, Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus of Marseille, France, Orquesta Sinfonica de Madrid, L'Orchestre de la Suisse

Romande, Santa Cecilia Orchestra (Rome), as well as Orquesta de la Comunidad y Coro de Madrid, Spain.

In 1998 she was awarded the New York Governor's Lifetime Achievement Award, and in 1999 she received

Honorary Doctorate degrees from Colgate University and Oberlin College. Leon has been named Visiting

Lecturer at Harvard University, Yale University, University of Michigan and the Musikschule in Hamburg. In

2000 she was named the Claire and Leonard Tow Professor at Brooklyn College, where she has taught

since 1985. In 2006 Tania Leon was named Distinguished Professor of the City University of New York.

made appearances

Gewandhausorchester
Africa, Johannesburg,

PAULO LOPES was born in Brazil, worked as a musician for twenty years,

performing live around the country. He is a talented guitarist, violinist, vocalist,

composer and arranger. He has many years of experience in audio production and

owned a commercial professional recording studio in Brazil. Paulo is currently

directing and playing with Brazilian Soul, Brazilian Jazz, Braziian Strings as well as

playing guitar and singing with the Brazilian band, Holy Samba in North Carolina.

RICHARD LUBY holds a D.M.A. from the Yale School of Music, an M.M. from the

Juilliard School of Music, and a B.M. from the Curtis Institute of Music. His career

extends from Baroque and Classical music on historical instruments through the newest

repertoire for modern violin. Formerly on the faculty of the Eastman School of Music and

^^^ a 1991 Visiting Professor at the New England Conservatory of Music, at UNC he

r^^^l
teaches violin, is co-founder and co-director of the original instrument Ensemble

^^^1 Courant, and performs with the resident contemporary music ensemble 27514. Mr. Luby

^^^H has appeared as soloist with the Orquesta Sinfonica de Xalapa of Mexico, National

^j^^^l Radio Orchestra of Poland, the Rochester Philharmonic, the North Carolina Symphony,
^^^^^ the National Symphony, the Philadelphia Orchestra, and the Detroit Symphony. He has

given recitals of the complete works for violin and piano of Ives, Prokofiev, Brahms, and Stravinsky, as well

as the Sonatas for violin and harpsichord of J.S. Bach. Mr. Luby has been a featured artist with numerous

period instrument ensembles, including Concert Royal, the Folger Consort, and the Mozartean Chamber
Players.
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MATTHEW McCLURE & NOVO QUARTET. The NOVO Quartet was formed in 2006 by

four saxophonists interested in performing chamber music at the highest level. With the

aim of creating new concepts of style and approach, they strive to incorporate elements

from a variety of different chamber ensembles, such as string quartets, woodwind
quintets, and even jazz ensembles, into their technique and color palette. As a result,

the group is equally at home performing transcriptions of music from the Baroque or the

diverse and innovative standard repertoire written for the idiom. The NOVO regularly

performs throughout Central North Carolina.

ANNA OCHS is a doctoral student in musicology at the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, where she is writing a dissertation prospectus on the representation and
reception of female opera singers in Mexico City from 1867 until 1900. This semester

she is the recipient of the Interdisciplinary Research Scholars Fellowship, a

competitive fellowship designed to support students in their exploration and pursuit of

interdisciplinary research. She gave a paper on opera in late-elghteenth-century

London at the South-Central Graduate Music Consortium in the Fall of 2007. At

Festival on the Hill, she is presenting a paper entitled "The Divine Voice: the Unique

Reception of Angela Peralta in Late Nineteenth-Century Mexico City."

MANUEL PENA is recognized as the foremost authority on Mexican American

music. His book, The Texas-Mexican Conjunto (University of Texas Press, 1985),

was the first ever to explore conjunto music, and it won third place in the

international Chicago Folklore Prize competition. Pena also wrote Musica Tejana

(Texas A&M University Press, 1999), which is a more general study of the various

styles that developed in Texas. His other book, The Mexican American Orquesta

(University of Texas Press, 1999), is a historical study of the dance-band orchestra

in the Hispanic Southwest. It won an award from the Southwest Library Association.

His latest work is an autobiographical ethnography, "Where the Ox Does Not Plow,"

to be published in April, 2008, by the University of New Mexico Press. He is

currently at work on a book, "Egypt in Las Vegas (and Other American Myths)."

Pena earned his doctoral degree in folklore and ethnomusicology (anthropology) at the University of Texas

at Austin. He has taught at the University of California at Berkeley and the University of Texas at Austin, as

well as at Fresno State. He has been a visiting scholar at the University of Houston, a Research Fellow at

UC Berkeley, and Presidential Scholar at the University of Michigan. In 2003-2004, Pena occupied the

Maryalice Shivers Endowed Chair at UT Pan American.

LOUIS PEREZ, JR. is J. Carlyle Sitterson Professor of History and Director of the

Institute for the Study of the Americas at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

His most recent books include On Becoming Cuban: Identity, Nationality, and Culture,

winner of the 2000 Bolton-Johnson Prize, The War of 1898: The United States and
Cuba in History and Historiography, Winds of Change: Hurricanes and the

Transformation of Nineteenth-Century Cuba, winner of the 2001 George Perkins Marsh

Prize, and To Die in Cuba: Suicide and Society, winner of the 2007 Elsa Goveia Prize.

Perez's principal research interests center on the nineteenth and twentieth-century

Caribbean, with a research emphasis on Cuba.

IRNA PRIORE Irna Priore holds a Ph.D. in music theory from the University of Iowa

(2004). Dr. Priore has presented papers in learned societies around the US and

internationally. Her research interests and publications are in the Darmstadt School,

Luciano Berio, and Brazilian popular music. She was a research scholar at the

Darmstadt Institute for New Music (IMD) in 2006 and 2007. She is a member of and

has presented papers at the "Popular Musics of the Hispanic and Lusophone Worlds"

in England, ABET (Associagao Brasileira de Etnomusicologia), ANPPOM (Associagao

Nacional de Pesquisa e Pos-Graduagao, Brazil), Society for Ethnomusiclogy, and

other theory-related groups. She is Assistant Professor of Music Theory at UNC
Greensboro.
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CATHERINE RAGLAND is an Assistant Professor and Arts Mentor at Empire State College/SUNY. She has

also taught in the Boyer School of Music and Dance at Temple University, the music department at Hunter

College, and the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies at Lehman College. She is a

native of San Antonio, Texas where she worked as a popular music and arts critic and columnist for the San
Antonio Express-News daily newspaper for eight years. Ms. Ragland is also a former music critic and

columnist for the Seattle Weekly, Seattle Times and Austin American-Statesman and has over 14 years of

experience as a folklorist and program director for nationally-recognized cultural and community arts

organizations such as the Center for Traditional Music and Dance (New York City), Texas Folklife

Resources (Austin), and Northwest Folklife (Seattle). She has conducted research among the Mexican

American and Mexican immigrant communities since the mid-1980s which has resulted in a number of

newspaper articles, academic publications, cultural programs, exhibits, recordings, radio programs and
festivals. She is also a board member and co-founder of the Mariachi Academy of New York, an after-school

program in East Harlem that offers free music instruction to youth. Her forthcoming book, Ni Aqui, Ni Alia,

Musica Norteha and the Mexican Working-Class Diaspora will be published by Temple University Press in

Fall, 2008.

ROBERTO and AMALIA RESTUCHA introduced Argentine tango to the Triangle in

1986 by participating in Raleigh's 2nd International Festival. Along with the Fiesta del

Pueblo and numerous other events at museums, universities, churches, fundraisers,

and other social events, they have been a fixture for representing the Argentine tango in

North Carolina for the last eighteen years. They have developed their style of dance
with the help of world-renowned tango masters such as Facundo y Kely Posadas,

Gloria y Eduardo Arquimbau, Nito y Elba Garcia, Fernanda Ghi and Guillermo Merlo,

Alberto Paz and Valerie Hart, and Carina Losano, amongst others. They are known for

the sensitivity, elegance, and simplicity of their dance style.

TERRY RHODES received the Bachelor of Music from the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill (1978), and the Master of Music (1980) and Doctor of Musical Arts from

the Eastman School of Music (1986). Especially known for her work in contemporary

music, she teaches voice and directs UNC Opera. Dr. Rhodes has performed in more
than twenty countries throughout Europe, Central and South America, and across the

U.S. At ease both in recital and on the opera/musical theater stage, the soprano has

earned a fine reputation as a performer of new works, having presented a number of

premieres at home and abroad in the last two decades. Receiving a Fulbright award in

1993 as Artist-in-Residence/Lecturer at the Conservatory of Music in Skopje,

Macedonia, Ms. Rhodes taught and presented concerts throughout the Balkan and

Eastern European region, including Greece, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Poland, with a number of those

presentations under the auspices of the U.S. Information Agency. Dr. Rhodes has published in the National

Opera Association Journal (1992) with an article on Verdi's "Attila," and in the National Association of

Teachers of Singing Journal (1994) with an article on the "Fort Juniper Songs," which she premiered at

Carnegie Recital Hall in 1990.

GONZALO RUBALCABA is one of the leading pianists in the jazz world. Born

into a musical family rich in the traditions of Cuba's artistic past, he shapes and

reshapes Afro-Cuban themes, forms and rhythms, embodying the sources and

nuances of Cuban culture. Classically trained, he earned his degree in music

composition from Havana's Institute of Fine Arts. He has recorded extensively

for Blue Note and won a Latin Grammy Award for Jazz Album of the Year

(Supernova) as well as a Grammy for co-production with Charlie Haden of

Nocturne, a Verve release of Cuban and Mexican boleros and ballads.

BRADLEY SIMMONS, a native of New York City, began playing Afro-Cuban and

African percussion when he was 9 years old. From that point on and through his

teenage years, he traveled throughout the City seeking out percussion teachers from

Haiti, Cuba and Africa in an effort to enhance his understanding of these rhythmic

forms, styles and techniques. Since then Bradley has performed with Eartha Kitt,
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Gregory and Maurice Mines, Miles Jaye, and Oba Babatunde. Bradley is ttie former Music Director of the

Cliucl< Davis African-American Dance Ensemble of Durham, North Carolina and has taught throughout the

United States. Currently, Bradley is a Musical Director at Duke University where he teaches West African

Music and History. His classes focus on djembe, songba, djun-djun and kenkeni. He also teaches Afro-

Cuban percussion classes off campus. He is the leader of the percussion ensemble Elements of Percussion

which tours locally and nationally.

HELENA SIMONETT received her doctoral degree in ethnomusicology at the

University of California, Los Angeles, and is currently teaching at Vanderbilt

University, Nashville. She conducted extensive research on Mexican popular

music and its transnational diffusion. Her publications include Banda: Mexican
Musical Life across Borders (2001, Wesleyan University Press) and En
Sinaloa naci: Historia de la miisica de banda (2004, Sociedad Historica de

Mazatlan, Mexico). Her current research focuses on ceremonial music

making/dancing among Indigenous people of northwestern Mexico, a farming

region heavily affected by modern agricultural technologies and by neo-liberal projects such as NAFTA, and

on the resilience of indigenous cultural identity in contemporary Mexican society.

CLEIBE SOUZA was born in Brazil and lived there for most of his life. Back then he was
involved with music, fitness and sports in general. Having paraded with several samba
schools in Minas Gerais, he acquired skills on many percussion instruments. About nine

years ago he moved to upstate New York to get a degree in computer science. While

leaving in Ithaca and working at Cornell University, he led a samba band called Deixa

Sambar (www.ithacasamba.com) where he played all kinds of Brazilian percussion and
also the cavaquinho (a Brazilian version of the ukulele). Besides performing around the

region with the band, Cleibe gave lectures and workshops on samba and pagode history

and playing at Cornell University, Ithaca College and other places around the region.

Having recently moved to Chapel Hill, and as a new comer he's still looking for

opportunities to play Brazilian music either with Brazilians or other interested people.

JASON STANYEK is an assistant professor in the Department of Music at New York

University. During the 2007-2008 academic year he is serving as a visiting associate

professor at Harvard University. Among his most recent publications are "Hip Hop and
Black Public Spheres in Cuba, Venezuela and Brazil," an essay he co-authored with

Sujatha Fernandes (in Beyond Slavery: The Multilayered Legacy of Africans in Latin

America and the Caribbean) and "Transmissions of an Interculture: Pan-African Jazz

and Intercultural Improvisation" (in The Other Side of Nowhere: Jazz, Improvisation,

and Communities in Dialogue). He is currently writing a book on Brazilian diasporic

performance entitled Around the World Goes Around: Performing Brazilian Music and
Dance in the United States, and is co-editing (with Sumanth Gopinath) The Oxford

Handbook of Mobile Music. Also active as a producer, composer, guitarist and cavaquinho player, he has a

number of recordings and film soundtracks to his credit. He serves on the advisory board of the journal

Critical Studies in Improvisation and is the Multimedia Reviews Editor for the Journal of the Society for

American Music.

KELLEY TATRO is a Ph.D. candidate in the music department at Duke University, where

she specializes in ethnomusicology. Her research interests include the anthropology of

sound, performance theory, gender, migration and diaspora studies, vocal and linguistic

anthropology, and the confluence of art and politics. She is currently carrying out

preliminary research for her dissertation on a local organization of sonidos in the Raleigh

area. In her spare time, Kelley employs her musical training for different ends, playing the

fiddle to create experimental rock and country and anything else that leaves plenty of

room for improvisation.
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§MAYRON TSONG was one of the youngest musicians to complete a Performer's Diploma

in Piano from the Royal Conservatory of Toronto at age 16. Since that time, she has

performed extensively across the United States, including New York, Chicago, Houston,

Denver, Las Vegas, San Francisco, West Palm Beach, South Carolina, North Carolina,

Pennsylvania, Washington, Indiana, California, Oregon, Michigan, Louisiana, Arizona,

Texas, across Canada, Sweden, Switzerland, China, Taiwan and Russia as a soloist and
chamber musician. She has collaborated with renowned artists like James Campbell,

Antonio Lysy, George Taylor, Jeffrey Zeigler (of the Kronos Quartet), the Brentano String

Quartet and the Miro String Quartet. Ms. Tseng's solo and collaborative performances

have been broadcast by CBC Radio Two - Calgary, Radio Canada - Montreal, WDAV - North Carolina,

WFMT Radio - Chicago and Radio 4 - Hong Kong. Numerous prizes have included First Prize in the

Canadian Music Competitions, the Millenium Prize for Russian Performing Arts, and the prestigious Arts B
Grant, awarded by the Canada Council. From 1994-1998, Ms. Tseng was a three-time recipient of The
Female Doctoral Students Grant, a competition that encompasses all disciplines nationwide, awarded by the

Government of Canada. Dr. Tsong holds graduate degrees in both Piano Performance and Music Theory,

and she obtained her Doctor of Musical Arts under the tutelage of John Perry at Rice University.

BRENT WISSICK has taught cello and chamber music at UNC-CH since 1982, including

string quartets, trios, baroque ensembles, cello choir and viol consorts. He also teaches

the string methods classes for music education students and team-teaches a first-year

seminar on the Physics of Music with Professor Laurie McNeil. He has a special interest in

music, instruments and performance practices of the 17th and 18th centuries, but also

gives regular performances of 20th century works such as the Britten Suites as well as

19th century variations on opera melodies by cellist composers. A founder of the faculty

group Ensemble Courant here at UNC-CH, he now performs with several different groups

outside of North Carolina including the Atlanta Baroque Orchestra, Ensemble Chanterelle

in Boston, Boston Early Music Festival Orchestra, Amehcan Bach Soloists in California, Folger Consort in

Washington, D.C., Dallas Bach Society, Concert Royal in New York, Portland Baroque Orchestra and
Collegio di Musica Sacra in Poland. A graduate of the Crane School of Music at Potsdam College, NY and

Penn State University (MM cello, 1978) he also studied with John Hsu at Cornell University and was an NEH
Fellow at Harvard in the 1993 Beethoven Quartet Seminar. He has taught at the College of St. Scholastica

in Minnesota (1978-82), Chautauqua Institution and the 1997 Aston Magna Academy at Yale. He is currently

President of the Viola da Gamba Society of America. Wissick's concerts and teaching have taken him

throughout North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. He can be heard on several record labels including

Koch International, Albany and Titanic.
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Program Notes: Thursday, March 27, 2008

Modem Music of Latin America

Quintette en forme de Choros (1928)—Heitor Villa Lobos
Heitor Villa Lobos composed Quintette en forme de choros during a trip to Paris in 1928. This work was
inspired by choros, a term that described certain groups of Brazilian itinerant musicians and the types of

virtuosic, semi-improvised pieces they performed in the streets of Rio de Janeiro. The melancholia of the

music they played at festivals, at street corners, and in cafes led to the designation of these bands as

choroes ("weepers"). The single-movement Quintette consists of a series of short sections in which the

instruments behave like an improvisatory ensemble. This is especially true in the first section, where the

players tease each other into increasingly wild virtuosity.

Pampeana No. 2, Rhapsody for Cello and Piano, Op. 21 (1950)—Alberto Ginastera

Argentinean composer Alberto Ginastera wrote Pampeana No. 2 in 1950 during what he called his

"Subjective Nationalism" period, which lasted from 1948 until 1956. Pampeana No. 2 features rhythms and

melodies that recall the trends of the Argentine Pampas, without actual quotations. This work was originally

written for the award concert of the Wagnerian Association of Buenos Aires. Interestingly, the composer's

future wife, cellist Aurora Natola, won the award and premiered the work in May of 1950.

El sonido dulce de tu voz (1992)—Orlando Jacinto Garcia

Cuban-born composer Orlando Jacinto Garcia wrote "El sonido dulce de tu voz" for the Florida International

University Concert Choir and their director John Augenblick. The Concert Choir, under the direction of

Augenblick, premiered the work at the regional conference of the American Choral Directors Association in

the spring of 1992. Garcia dedicated the piece to his wife, and said that it "alludes to someone returning in

the evening to hear the soft voice of their lover." Although there are no direct references to the music of

Cuba, the color and the sound of his native language always remain foremost in his music.

Text and translation by Orlando Jacinto Garcia: Regresare en la noche al oir el sonido dulce de tu voz suave

(/ will return in the night upon hearing the sweet sound of your soft voice).

Toccata for Percussion Instruments (1942)—Carlos Chavez
Although it was originally composed in 1942, the Toccata for percussion instruments did not receive its

premiere until 1948 with the Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Mexico. Its American premiere occurred in

1953 with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, directed by Chavez himself. At that time, he stated that the

Toccata was "an experiment in orthodox percussion instruments—those used regularly in symphony
orchestras... It relies on its purely musical expression and formalistic structure." In addition to these

instruments, the Toccata, like its 1940 predecessor Xochipilli, also calls for indigenous instruments, such as

Indian drums, claves, maracas, and bombo (bass drum). Of its three brief movements, the two outer ones
are both in sonata form and are built on related material. The middle movement, a Largo, emphasizes
metallic timbres in the glockenspiel and the xylophone.

The Two Seasons of the Caribbean Tropics (2003)—Paul Desenne
Venezuelan composer Paul Desenne wrote The Two Seasons on a commission form violin virtuoso Virginie

Robilliard in 2003, and was premiered by Robilliard with the String Ensemble of the Caracas Mozarteum
under Olivier Grangean on December 10"^, 2003. The work was inspired by the potentially devastating

seasons of the Caribbean tropics, the rainy season of the Summer and Autumn and the dry season during

Northern Winter and Spring. It is a transposition of the famous work by Vivaldi, "The Four Seasons."

Themes from the Vivaldi composition appear throughout "The Two Seasons." Desenne considers the

transposition of this Baroque work in Latin America relevant to the liveliness of Baroque architecture,

literature, visual arts, and music in this area of the Americas. The work is divided into two seasons of three

movements each, beginning with the rain. The first season, "Invierno" (rainy season) consists of "Goteras"

("Roof Leaks"), "Coquiloquio" ("Coloquim of the Coqui frogs"), and "Wipers-Gigavalse-Deslave" ("deslave"

means landslide). The second season, "Verano" (dry season) begins with "Noche del Grille Transfigurado"

("Night of the Transfigured Cricket"), continues with "Cumbion Tostao" ("Big Toasted Cumbia"), and ends

with "Polo Quemao" ("Burnt Polo").'

Notes by Anna Ochs, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Notes taken from Paul Desennc's website, hllp:;'/pauldescnnc.com .
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Program Notes: Friday, March 28, 2008

La Fontegara
Area de Musica: Baroque Music from Mexican Arcliives

Music in 18th century Mexico was a cosmopolitan affaire; even despite the relative isolation of the colonies

and their dependence on Spain. The surviving evidence tells of a lively, vigorous musical life with a strong

influence of Italian elements and a familiarity with German composers, especially Haydn. This program is a

sample of the diverse elements and contrasts found in chamber music of 18th century Mexico. From the

folk-like music of Murcia on a repeating harmony, to the most sophisticated flute music of the time by leading

European composers, today we can get but a taste of what the musical universe of New Spain must have

been. Instrumental music constituted an important part of colonial music in Mexico although there are very

few surviving documents. Area de Musica presents a small anthology of 18th century chamber music from

four important manuscript sources: the anonymous manuscript with 34 sonatas from the cathedral of Mexico

City, the 1759 manuscript from the Biblioteca Naclonal de Antropologia e Historia, the Cuaderno Mayner
and the Codice Saldivar 4.

The composer of the notebook that contains the 34 sonatas from the cathedral of Mexico City has not yet

been identified since the title page and the first 22 sonatas are missing. They have a mid-1 8th century style,

and it is certainly possible that they were written by a Novohispanic composer. La Fontegara has chosen a

performance on a combination of instruments, with the idea that the sonatas can be performed on a solo

keyboard instrument as well as with flute and continuo. Considering the tonal relationship existent among
certain sonatas the pieces have been grouped into sets of four to create the feeling of works of a larger

structure.

Another curious manuscript is the "Quaderno de lecciones i varias piezas para Clave 6 Forte piano para el

uso de Da. Maria Guadalupe Mayner", written specifically for keyboard. It contains several works by Jose

Manuel Aldana (1758-1810), Luigi Bocchehni (1743-1805) and Joseph Haydn (1732-1809). The piece

performed for this concert "Sonata Quinta del Sr. Aydem" has been thought to be by Haydn, but, although

charming and corresponding to the same period, the author's musical language is definitely not as

sophisticated as Haydn's.

As for the manuscript from the Biblioteca del Museo Nacional de Antropologia e Historia, dated 1759, it is

one of the least known sources, and in fact, until recently, there was no research on it. The importance of

this source rests in the fact that it is the only surviving collection of music specifically for the flute from

colonial times. It contains twelve sonatas by Locatelli (Bergamo, 1695; Amsterdam, 1764), one by a certain

Senor Puchinger, of which nothing is known, and one by the Spanish composer Luis Mison; all are for flute

and continuo. Locatelli is one of several Italian masters whose work was known in the territories under the

Spanish Crown, as a consequence of the interest in Italian music in 18th century Spain. The works of

Locatelli were played in Madrid and some of his violin sonatas were part of the repertoire of the House of the

Dukes of Alba, where scores by Veracini and Telemann were also performed. Works by Pietro Antonio

Locatelli spread from Madrid to the Americas. And it is important to underline the fact that the sonatas found

in Mexico are the main works by Locatelli preserved within the territories of the Spanish colonies dating from

colonial times.

The Sonata in A minor by Luis Mison is a work by one of the Spanish composers of the 18th century

influenced by the Italian style. Mison (Barcelona, c. 1720; Madrid, February 13, 1766) was one of the most

fertile and important Spanish musicians of the 18th century, especially known for his theatrical "tonadillas;" in

his time he enjoyed a well-deserved fame and was referred to as the "inimitable, pleasant, delicate Orpheus

of our century". He was part of the Royal Chapel of Music and belonged to the Orquesta del Real Coliseo

del Buen Retire. He also participated in the music academies organized by the Duke of Alba and his son the

Duke of Huescar, which must have helped to spread his works beyond Spain. The archives of the Duke of

Alba at one time housed a collection of Six Sonatas for transverse flute and continuo written for the "Most

excellent Duke of Alba, by Dn. Luis Mison." The flute sonata on our program (possibly the only surviving

complete sonata by this author) is evidence that Mison's music was known in Spanish America.

The Codice Saldivar 4, found in the city of Leon, Guanajuato, is one of the most significant sources of music

for five-course baroque guitar. Its author, Santiago de Murcia, was a guitar professor to the Queen of Spain

in the first years of the 18th century. Murcia is the most prolific and versatile Spanish guitar-composer of the

baroque era. His three great books include examples of virtually all the instrumental genres practiced in

Europe at that time. The Codice Saldivar survived in Mexico and deals mainly with a distinctive part of the
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Hispanic repertoire: tliat of tlie popular dance-song. Some of tliese short pieces, full of color and vitality,

have become favorites of many guitar players of the 20th and 21st century, and have made Santiago de

Murcia the most recorded baroque guitar composer of all times.

Notes by Maria Diez-Canedo, La Fontegara

Program Notes: Saturday, March 29, 2008

Latin American Strings Concert

Son al son, La Habana vieja, Acuerdate de mi

The charanga is Cuba's Creole ensemble par excellence. Originating as the orquesta tipica in the 19*

century, it eventually developed into the charanga francesa in the early 20'^ century. By the mid 20'^ century

the charanga's instrumentation of flute, violins, cello, double bass, piano, timbales, congas, and guiro was
solidified. The charanga repertory is varied, including danzon, chachacha, and son montuno. Cesar Portillo

de la Luz is one of Cuba's most prolific composers. His "Son al son" was recently recorded by the new
generation Orquesta Aragon, the original members of which popular the chachacha throughout the

Americas in the 1950s. Composed by New York-born Lou Perez, "La Habana Vieja" is a danzon in the

traditional style of the 1940s. Lou Perez directed his own charanga groups beginning in the 1960s in New
York City where the charanga ensemble and repertory played a central role in the popularization of salsa in

the 1970s. Cuban violinist Pupi Legarretta recorded "Acuerdate de mi" in New York City in the mid 1970s. Its

style is in the classic Cuban son montuno style of the 1940s and 1950s.

Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 (1938-1945)—HeitorVilla-Lobos

Perhaps Villa-Lobos' best known work, Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 is one of nine Bachianas written as an

homage to the "great genius of Johann Sebastian Bach. ..a kind of universal folkloric source, rich and

profound." In these works, Villa-Lobos freely adapted Baroque harmonic and contrapuntal procedures to

Brazilian music. Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 has two movements, "Aria (Cantilena)" (1938) and "Danga
(Martelo)" (1945). The soprano line of the "Aria (Cantilena)" features emotional expression associated with

the Brazilian modinha song type. The second part, subtitled "Martelo," focuses on rhythmic and percussive

aspects. One of the most famous recordings of the "Aria (Cantilena)" was made by a friend of the composer,

Brazilian soprano Bidu Sayao, during a 1945 visit by Villa-Lobos to New York.

I. Aria (Cantilena) (1938)

Text: Ruth V. Correa

Translation: Harvey Officer

Tarde, uma nuvem rosea lenta e transparente.

At midnight clouds are slowly passing, rosy and lustrous,

Sobre o espago sonhadora e bela!

Over the spacious heav'n with loveliness laden\

Surge no infinite a lua docemente,

From the boundless deep the moon arises wondrous,

Enfeitando a tarde, qual meiga donzela

Glorifying the evening like a beauteous maiden,

Que se apresta e alinda sonhadoramente.

Now she adorns herself in half-unconscious duty,

Em anseios d'alma para ficar bella,

Eager, anxious that we recognize her beauty,

Grita ao ceo e a terra, toda a Natureza!

While sky and earth, yea all nature with applause saulte her!
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Calla a passarada aos seus tristes quiexumes,

All the birds have ceased their sad and mournful complaining,

E reflete o mar toda a sua riqueza...

Now appears on the sea in a silver reflection . .

.

Suave a luz da lua desperta agora,

Moonlight softly waking the soul

A cruel saudade que rie chora!

and constraining heart to cruel tears and bitter dejection.

Tarde, uma nuvem...

II. Dansa (Martelo) (1945)

Text: Manoel Bandeira

Translation: Harvey Officer

Irere, meu passarinho do Sertao do Cariri,

Irere, my little nestling from the wilds of Cariri,

here, meu companheiro, Cade viola?

Irere, my loved companion, my singing sweetheart,

Cade meu bem? Cade Maria?

Where goes my dear? Where goes Maria?

Ai triste sorte a do violeiro cantado!

Ah, sorry is the lot of him who fain would sing!

Ah! Sem a viola em que cantava o seu amo,

Ah! Without his lute no song of gladness can he bring,

Ah! Seu assobio e tua flauta de Irere:

Ah! His whistle shrill must be his flute for Irere,

Que tua flauta do Sertao quando assobia,

But yours the flute that once in forest wilds was sounding.

Ah! A gente sofre sem quere!

Ah! With its message of grief and woe.

Ah! Teu canto chega lado do funo do sertao,

Ah! Your song came forth from out the depths of forest wilds,

Ah! Como ua brisa amorecendo o coragao... Ah!

Ah! Like summer winds that comfort ev'ry mournful heart, Ah!

here, solta teu canto! Canta mais! Canta mais!

Irere, sing and enchant me! Sing once more! Sing once more!

Pra alembra o Cariri!

Bring me songs of Cariri!

Canta, cambaxirra! Canta, juriti! Canta Irere!

Sing, my lovely songbird! Sing your song again! Sing, my Irere!

Canta, canta sofre patativa! Bemtevi!

Sing ofpain and sorrow, as the birds of morning wake

Maria acorda que e dia
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Maria in the dawning.

Cantem todos voces passarinhos do sertao!

Sing witti all your voices, birds of the woods and the wilds!

Bemtevi! Eh! Sabia!

Sing your songs! Ye forest birds!

La! Lia! Lia!

La! Lia! Lia!

Eh! Sabia da mata cantando! Lia!

Ye nestlings of the singing forest wilds. Lia!

Eh! Sabia mata sofredo!

Ye nestlings of the mournful forest wilds!

O vosso canto vem do fundo do sertao

Oh, yours the song that comes from depths of forest wilds

Como una brisa amolecendo coragao.

L/'/ce summer winds that comfort ev'ry mournful heart.*

*Text and translations tal<en from Heitor Villa-Lobos,

Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 (Milwaukee, Wl: Associated Music Publishers, Inc., 1947).

Musica de Feria (Fourth String Qartet) (1932)—Silvestre Revueltas

"Musica de Feria" ("Music of the Fair") is the fourth and last string quartet of Silvestre Revueltas. Revueltas

wrote "Musica de Feria" in 1932, while serving as the assistant conductor for the Orquesta Sinfonica de

Mexico. Revueltas's friend, Carlos Chavez, had called him back to Mexico from the United States in order

to take the conducting position. Along with Carlos Chavez, Revueltas did much to promote contemporary

Mexican music. "Musica de Feria" consists of one continuous wide-ranging movement that makes use of the

strings as an ensemble and as independent solo instruments. It is considered the culmination of his string

quartet writing due to its use of diverse textures, balance of repetition and variety, fusion of modernist and
folk elements, and ensemble virtuosity.

Angoa, Liceo del Pilar, El avance, Pide que lo toque

The danzones "Angoa" and "Liceo del Pilar" were composed by Felix Reina and Enrique Jorrin,

respectively, two of the most important charanga musicians and composers of the mid-twentieth

century. Reina received his musical training on violin, and performed with some of Havana's top

charangas including Arcano y sus Maravillas, Fajardo y sus Estrellas, and Orquesta America. His

contemporary Enrique Jorrin also trained on the violin at the Havana Municipal Conservatory.

While performing with Orquesta America in the early 1950s, Jorrin created the new dance music

called chachacha which became popular internationally. "El Avance" and "Pide que lo toque" are

two songo-based Cuban dance numbers recorded by the short-lived New York charanga Son
Primero. Songo was first made popular by the Cuban group Los Van Van in the early 1970s. The
style takes its influence from a mixture of Cuban rhythms and jazz elements.

Notes by Anna Ochs and David F. Garcia, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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